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7th – All of Creation Merges.

Seven Schematics
[Topic 2 – Lesson One – pp. 1-18]
1. Is Earth’s Other Side permanent? Discuss.

2. Give the purpose of each Schematic.
1st – Creation of the Universe.

3. List the Seven Levels on the Other Side.
1st____________________________________
2nd____________________________________
3rd____________________________________
4th____________________________________
5th____________________________________
6th____________________________________
7th____________________________________

4. What determines the Level on which we work?
2nd – Creation of Entities.

3rd – Placement on Planets.

5. What are the benefits of knowledge?
4th – Creation of Other Dimensions.

5th – Reincarnation.

6. What is the First Level of Knowledge?

6th – Incarnating on Other Planets.

7. How does the Other Side compare to Earth?
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2.

Describe psychic attack and tools of protection.

8. What happens when we first go Home?

Definitions:
Option Life--

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Our Universe is gigantic, shaped like a man. ( )
Earth is the Last Outpost, the Marshes, the Insane
Asylum of the Universe, the Rim of Horror. ( )
Malicious intent never affects you. ( )
The “I Am” is the true ego, not the false ego. ( )
We have a sexuality identity on the Other Side. ( )
We can enlighten everyone. ( )
Mother God’s intellect and Father God’s emotion
are complete in God’s Now. ( )

Discussion:
1.

Describe the nature of Nuvo and Nuvoites.
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Twelve Levels of The
Soul
[Topic 2 – Lesson Two – pp.19-52]
1. Give a brief synopsis of the Twelve Levels.
1.

A thought in the mind of Father God.

2.

Thought made flesh – merging with Mother God.

3.

Building your life Chart – selecting Theme.

4.

Writing out the script for each life.

7.

Turning towards Dark or Light.

8.

Realizing your own identity.

9.

Going forward, or stopping, your perfection.

10.

Open fully to experience, or partially.

11.

Going Home to the Other Side.

12.

Finding original Home world.

5.
Separate from pure intellect – moving into
emotion.

6.

Incarnating onto physical worlds.
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1.
State how you have become more definitive in who
you are, how this life has tempered you, what you will stand
for and what you will not, how you have progressed
spiritually in who you are to make the love you yourself
greater.

2. What do the 12 Levels of the soul refer to?

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1. Although our Chart is written, it can be modified in
some details by petitioning Azna. ( )
2. All entities were created White in God’s mind. ( )
3. The highest percentage of Dark entities reside on Earth
with 70% Dark/Gray and 30% White. ( )
4. “Dark entity” refers to the soul, not the skin. ( )
5. Choosing to be Dark is reversible. ( )
6. Dark entities have their own Other Side. ( )
7. White entities cannot turn Dark. Dark cannot turn
White, but Gray can turn White. ( )
8. One ever knows where a Gray entity stands. ( )
9. Dark entities are for us to prefect over. ( )
10. Greed is the heart of every wrong. ( )
11. Gray entities do not have Guides. ( )
12. Psychic attack can cause depression & anxiety. ( )
13. The more the lives, the more you love, the deeper your
pain becomes. ( )
14. A lot of lives means we are slow to learn. ( )
15. You can turn a Gray entity White with love and
unconditional giving, not anger. ( )
16. Gnosticism looks easy, but it is very difficult. ( )
17. We do not believe in suicide nor in artificial life support
system. ( )
18. Level Six on the Other Side is the highest Level of
Knowledge which is the Level of Enlightenment. ( )
19. Dark entities will exist as long as humans need to
incarnate for their perfection schemes. ( )
20. Your spirituality sustains you in tough times. ( )

2.
Discuss the truths and dispel the myths about Soul
mates.

Discussion:
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5. How did different races occur?

Physical Universe
[Topic 2 – Lesson Three – pp. 53-77]
1. Compare life on Earth to other planets.

6. Compare testing the steps of the Levels to going
behind the Seventh Level.
Testing the next level:

Going behind the Seventh:

2. What do people look like on other planets?

7. Why are UFOs visiting Earth?.

3. How did people make their way to Earth?

Definitions:
4. Explain areas like the Bermuda Triangle?
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Quadrants:

Discussion:

1.

Describe Spirit Guides’ responsibilities and
qualities.

Interterrestrials:

Extraterrestrials:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
Each Level on the Other Side has 4 sub-levels. ( )
2.
The highest level of Sixth Level is to usher people into
the Seventh Level. ( )
3.
Once on the Other Side, we can visit other planets’
Other Sides by thinking ourselves there. ( )
4.
About every tenth life, we go to a Dark planet. ( )
5.
Venus, Mercury and Mars all had life on them. ( )
6.
Humans evolved from apes. ( )
7.
Dinosaurs died in the Ice Age, not Volcanic. ( )
8.
Planets evolve from an egg-shape to a sphere ( )
9.
A Black Hole is like a giant vacuum cleaner. ( )
10. We have a population explosion on Earth, because
everyone is trying to finish up lessons. ( )
11. The Book of Life/Wisdom on spirituality is known
throughout the galaxies, but not the Bible. ( )
12. Dark entities never go to the Other Side, but keep
recycling into life. This is their home planet. ( )
13. Africa is the seat of birth of man. That is where Eden
reside on the Other Side. ( )
14. Crop Circles are UFO maps of their galaxy. ( )
15. Souls recognize souls by they eyes. This ability
increases with increased spirituality. ( )
16. We pick our visage & name on the Other Side. ( )
17. We all have a slight physical flaw on the Other Side,
but larger one if you abused your mind. ( )
18. Entities’ souls can transmigrate into animals. ( )
19. Gold leaves are earned according to our Level. ( )
20. Earth is anti-matter; the Other Side is matter. ( )
21. In foxhole periods, prayers seem unanswered. ( )
22. God’s Privacy Act with us is impenetrable. ( )
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Effects:

Metaphysical Universe
[Topic 2 – Lesson Four – pp. 77-End]

1. What is the difference between the Physical
Universe and the Metaphysical Universe.

4. Compare Lilith and her cohorts and their
purpose in the highest levels of the Lower Levels
of Creation, to the lowest levels.

Physical universe:

Highest Levels:

Metaphysical universe:

2. Describe the features of Archtypes and how they
help us.

3. Describe the cause and effects of suicide.

Lowest Levels:

Define:
Pantheism:

Cause:
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Totem:

Discussion:
1.
Discuss the characteristics of Dark entities, who
they are, and how they affect us.

Boudin:

Nether:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
Spirituality will not invade you. You must ask for it,
but Darkness can invade anywhere. ( )
2.
Darkness is prejudice, ignorance and greed. ( )
3.
Archtypes take direct orders from Azna. ( )
4.
God gets tired of you asking for help. ( )
5.
The story of Christ “tempted by satan” was just an
allegory of a possible temptation by greed. ( )
6.
When the soul enters, a Sliver Cord attaches. But
going out it is gold. ( )
7.
To help someone die, just tell them to let go of the
cord, but never euthanasia, which is suicide. ( )
8.
The more you keep away from invasive techniques to
the body, the better off you are. ( )
9.
We plan our life, but not our death. ( )
10. Dark entities can be born through White entities, and
white entities through Dark entities. ( )
11. Large amounts of drugs and alcohol open us up to
manipulation by Dark forces. ( )
12. We are Azna’s warriors, Her “Green Berets.” ( )
13. There are different levels of White entities. ( )
14. Master Teachers refers to Council members. ( )
15. Constant morbid whining is a “darkness.” ( )
16. Anger and Archtypes can fight the Dark. ( )
17. Dark entities go through the left or right door. ( )
18. Children understand Gnostic philosophy, because they
are so fresh from the Other Side. ( )
19. There is nothing that we can think of that is not in
existence, so rule out the word imagination. ( )
20. It takes about 80 Earth years to plan a life. We get
advice from Council, Azna and our Guides. ( )
21. Children also plan their lives and their exit. ( )
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